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1.0 INTRODUCTION
;

1.1 Purpose

! To .1ecermine whes 'r GPU Nuclear Corporation's (GPUN's/the licensee's)
: intergranular stress corrosion cracking (IG5CC) inspections and overlay
| repairs during the Cycle 13R refueling outage will woport the continued
; operation of the Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station.
i
j 1.2 Backaround
i

! In its submittals of February 26, June 11, and June 26, 1992, the licensee
: reported the results of inspections and overlay repairs performed during the
| Cycle 13R refueling outage. GPUN found IGSCC cracks at four welds that
! required full structural overlay repairs. One weld _is in the shutdown cooling
; system piping and three welds are in the core spray system piping.
:
1 2.0 DISCUSSION

The licensee submitted a final report that contained a detailed description of
! the averlay design and repair, as-built-dimensions, axial. shrinkage, and
i stresses on the r iping resul+ing from the overlay. The staff reviewed the
i report for conformance wit >a Generic Letter (GL) 88-01 "NRC Position on IGSCC
| in BWR Austenitic Stainless Steel Piping."
i

| The licensee performed inspections using manual and automated ultrasonic
; testing (UT). Personnel qualified to the coordination plan adopted by the-
: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Electric Power Research
): Institute (EPRI), and the Boiling Water Reactor Owners Group-(BWROG) performed
; the UT using procedures. qualified at the EPRI: Nondestr sctive Examination (NDE)
| Center.

- The inspection revealed four wtlds with -IGSCC indications. One weld (NU-3-4)y

; was in the 14-inch shutdown cooling system and three welds (NZ-3-43, NZ-3-44, |
and NZ-3-45) were in the 8-inch core spray system. The licensee determined l

that these welds required overlay repairs. i
I,
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| The licensee designed the overlays conservatively. It assumed the cracks
extended through the wall for the entire circumference and designed the
overlays to support the entire pressure, deadweight, and seismic loading of
the system. It calculated the width of the overlay to meet geometric-

constraints and requirements for structural reinforcement and inspection. The
;

; width was sufficient to enable UT examination by current methods of the
overlay and the outer 25 percent of the pipe wall. The licensee chose a one-'

to-one slope for geometric considerations and to reduce the concentration of
stress.

The overlays consisted of weld metal Types 309L and 308L which resisi IGSCC.4

The licensee deposited the overlays with the gas tungsten arc welding process
with stagnant water inside the pipe. The licensee applied liquid penetrant to

j examine the original pipe surface and final overlay surface and confirmed by
measurement that the overlay met the minimum design thickness. These
measurements included the first layer that had an average ferrite number of.

7.5 or higher and no single reading less than 5. After welding, GPUN examined
the overlay by UT with the current EPRI methods.

The licensee analyzed the shrinkage stresses by the piping analysis code,
PISYS and compared them to 152 material yield strength. Shrinkage stresses
were well below the yield strength and judged acceptable. The licensee stated
that it could avoid out-of-tolerance changes in air gaps and setpoints due to
piping rep & irs by performing a walkdown inspection of the piping system
supports and sctring air gaps and setpoints to the original se:cifications.
Howes 3r, it did not state that it performed a walkdown inspection. The NRC
staff has concerns about the adverse effect of the shrinkage on the piping.

,

I Therefore, the licensee should perform the walkdown inspection to verify the
' piping design bases are not exceeded,
i'

In the safety evaluations of June 28 and September 12, 1991, the staff stated
tiiat the licensee should address two open issues regarding the 13R and 14R
IGSCC inspections:

1. The resistance to IGSCC of cast stainless steel components in the
recirculation system. The staff requested that the licensee submit the
carbon content and ferrite number of the subject material obtained by
reviewing the documentation or by performing chemical analyses. The
licensee addressed this issue. It submitted the carbon content and
ferrite content from material test reports. If ferrite was not reported
on the material test reports, the licensee calculated it from the American
Society of Engineers (ASME) Code, Section III. The ferrite content was
consistently above 7.5 percent. In its letter of June 26, 1992, the
licensee agrced to measure the ferrite content and analyze samples of the
weld metal dcring the 14R refueling cutage. These actions are acceptable.

The licensee plans to classify five recirculation-pump-casing-to-suctien-
elbow welds as Category A (IGSCC resistant) under GL 88-01. GPUN
maintains that current UT inspection techniques do not yield meaningful
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results in examining IGSCC in cast stainless steel. It will consider
'

i

performing these inspections when a suitable technique is demonstrated. i
The NRC staff is concerned that these welds are not being inspected. The ;

; licensee should explain why the refracted longitudinal wave technique or (
the UT techniques used to inspect cast stainless steel pipe in PWRs would ;

not give meanir.gful results. ]

2. The licensee's compliance with the staff's position on classifying stress-
improved welds. The licensee will classify stress improved welds as,

Category D until it completes required inspections under GL 88-01. It ;,

will then classify the welds as Category C. The staff finds this position '

acceptable.4

,

In its letter of June 26, 1992, the licensee informed the NRC of planned
actions for the reactor water cleanup system (RWCU) outside the second;

isolation valve. The Nhc staff will address, in the future, the issue of
i inspection requirements for the RWCU outside of the isolation valves if the

isolation valves are modified. The licensee coniitment to inspect 10 percent
of the RWCU is acceptable if the isolation valve work is not resolved.

3.0 CONCLUSlDN

The staff concludes that the licensee's inspections and overlay repairs are
acceptable and in accordance with the guidance given in GL 88-01. However,

i the licensee should (1) perform a walkdown inspection to verify setpoints and
air gaps are properly adjusted, and (2) explain why the refracted longitudinal
wave technique or the UT techniques used to inspect for IGSCC in cast
stainless steel would not give meaningful results in the current application.

:

The staff concludes that the licensee's actions provide reasonable assurance
.

that the integrity of the piping will be maintained during operation and that
Oyster Creek can be safely operated for the next fuel cycle in its current
configJration.,
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